Subaru drivetrain layout

The Symmetrical All Wheel Drive drive-train layout was introduced in Both became standard
equipment for mid-size and smaller cars in most markets by The lone exception is the BRZ ,
introduced in via a partnership with Toyota, which pairs the boxer engine with rear-wheel-drive.
In Western markets, Subaru vehicles have traditionally attracted a small but devoted core of
buyers. The company's marketing targets those who desire its signature engine and drive train,
all-wheel drive and rough-road capabilities, or affordable sports car designs. Subaru is the
Japanese name for the Pleiades star cluster M45, or the "Seven Sisters" one of whom tradition
says is invisible â€” hence only six stars in the Subaru logo , which in turn inspires the logo and
alludes to the companies that merged to create FHI. In , the company created the Fuji Rabbit , a
motor scooter , with spare aircraft parts from the war. Between and , five of these corporations
and a newly formed corporation decided to merge to form Fuji Heavy Industries. Kenji Kita, CEO
of Fuji Heavy Industries at the time, wanted the new company to be involved in car
manufacturing and soon began plans for building a car with the development code-name P Kita
canvassed the company for suggestions about naming the P1, but none of the proposals were
appealing enough. In the end he gave the company a Japanese name that he "had been
cherishing in his heart": Subaru, which is the Japanese name for the Pleiades star cluster. The
first Subaru car was named the Subaru Subsequently, the company designed and manufactured
dozens of vehicles including the , the tiny air-cooled , the Sambar , and the which saw the
introduction of the Subaru boxer engine in Nissan acquired a Nissan would utilize FHI's bus
manufacturing capability and expertise for their Nissan Diesel line of buses. In turn many
Subaru vehicles, even today, use parts from the Nissan manufacturing keiretsu. During that
time, Subaru introduced the Baja , and the Tribeca GM liquidated their holdings in FHI in Nearly
all Saab-Subaru joint projects were dropped at that time, other than Subaru supplying parts for
the Saab x. The rest of GM's shares went to a Fuji stock buy-back program. Toyota increased
their share of FHI to Around the time of Toyota's increased ownership, Subaru also declared
that they would no longer develop their own Kei cars and trucks , instead selling rebadged
products from Toyota's Daihatsu subsidiary. This also allowed Subaru, a small manufacturer, to
focus on their core of boxer-engined family cars. In the s, an ad firm hired by Subaru found the
all wheel drive cars were popular among lesbians. The company started including subtle
marketing to this demographic. According to Automotive Lease Guide, Subaru ranked second
place in vehicles that have the highest overall predicted resale values among all industry and all
luxury vehicles for MY According to a study done by J. The 4-part mini episode series was
released on YouTube on February 1, It featured a magical girl plot with Subaru as a leading
protagonist. Subaru's corporate headquarters are located in Ebisu, Tokyo. Subaru's major
overseas manufacturing facility is located in Lafayette, Indiana ; the factory is called Subaru of
Indiana Automotive, Inc. Due to continued sales growth in North American markets, vehicle
production capacity at the Lafayette assembly plant is set to expand to , vehicles annually.
Under the current strategic plan, Subaru will have a total production capacity of 1,, vehicles per
year at the end of Subaru Canada, Inc. Headquartered in Mississauga , Ontario , the company
markets and distributes Subaru vehicles, parts and accessories through a network of 94
authorized dealers throughout Canada. Subaru has entered the Philippine operations started in
under the Columbian Motors Philippines ownership but withdrew in It returned in under a new
ownership by Motor Image Pilipinas, Inc. According to media interview with Glen Tan, the plant
will have a maximum capacity of , vehicles per year, and up to a maximum of 4 models to be
manufactured. Current production in is planned for 6, vehicles for Forester model only. In
Robert Edmiston was finance director at sports car manufacturer Jensen Motors. The Coleshill
-based company is still the parent for Subaru in the UK. SOA also operates port facilities on
both the West and East coasts. SIA has been designated backyard wildlife habitat by the
National Wildlife Federation and has achieved a zero-landfill production designation the first
automotive assembly plant in the United States to earn that designation. According to the Kelley
Blue Book in , two Subaru models Forester and the Outback in the United States had very short
inventory time the time between being received by a dealer to being sold. That year Subaru was
one of the only manufacturers combining 4WD and turbo after Audi 's successful quattro
system had been introduced in , but Audi withdrew from the WRC after safety concerns and
Ford's serious accident early in the season. Subaru changed the rally model to Legacy RS for
the â€” period and took part in the first complete season in the World Rally Championship with
the same model in Subaru's World Rally Championship cars are prepared and run by Prodrive ,
the highly successful British motorsport team. Several endurance records were set in the early
and mid-nineties by the Subaru Legacy. The Subaru Justy also holds the world record for the
fastest sub 1. Subaru was briefly involved in Formula One circuit racing when it bought a
controlling interest in the tiny Italian Coloni team for the season. The Coloni 3B's cylinder
engine was badged as a Subaru and shared the boxer layout with the company's own engines,

but was an existing design built by Italian firm Motori Moderni. The cars were overweight and
underpowered and the partnership broke down before the season finished. On 16 December , it
was announced that Subaru would no longer be competing in the World Rally Championships.
Mr Ikuo Mori denied that alterations to the WRC technical regulations in or a rumored
deterioration in the working relationship with Prodrive had any impact on the decision. He also
said that the possibility of a Subaru car back in the top category of WRC in the future is not
zero, but for this moment there can be no assumption of a comeback. In , the Impreza was the
first 4-door and first 4WD vehicle to win a race. Also in , Subaru became the naming rights
sponsor of the chief domestic road cycling competition in Australia, the National Road Series.
The Frankfurt International Motor Show saw Subaru introduce a horizontally opposed ,
water-cooled, common rail turbodiesel using a variable geometry turbocharger called the
Subaru EE engine, the first of its type to be fitted to a passenger car. Volkswagen had
experimented with this idea during the s and made two air-cooled boxer prototype diesel
engines that were not turbocharged. VW installed one engine in a Type 1 and another in a Type
2. FHI launched its Subaru Stella Plug-in electric vehicle which is a kei car equipped with a
lithium-ion battery pack. The vehicle is much like the i-MiEV, with a kilowatt motor and a
quick-charge capability, but the two-door mini-car has a boxy shape. FHI set a goal of selling
vehicles by March The Subaru Hybrid Tourer Concept is a four-seat vehicle with gull-wing doors
that combines a 2-liter turbocharged direct-injection gasoline engine with a continuously
variable transmission and two axle-mounted motors. A lithium-ion battery pack provides energy
storage for the vehicle. Spirit venture to collaborate on electric vehicle technology development.
The project was launched by Toyota, Mazda and automotive component manufacturer Denso in
September Subaru was among the few makes lacking any electric models. In the U. It is only
available in California and parts of the East Coast. A full EV is in the works and promised in , for
model year. Starting in the model year, all Subaru vehicles use the CAN technology. A
body-integrated unit BIU is used between these two networks. Clarion and Harman Kardon are
among the audio, video, and navigation technology suppliers for Subaru products in North
America. Smart Access is able to work with the driver's smartphone either iPhone or Android
and allows access to various car-safe apps running on the phone via the car's built-in
infotainment screen. In , Subaru introduced their EyeSight driver assistance and safety system.
Unlike most such systems, which use radar or sonar sensors, EyeSight uses dual CCD cameras
mounted at the top of the windshield. Depth information is derived from the parallax between
two video signals and used to judge the distance to the next vehicle for features such as
pre-collision braking and adaptive cruise control. The company has continued to improve the
technology, which now includes lane-keeping assistance. EyeSight is now available on most
Subaru models usually in higher trim levels and is standard on the Subaru Ascent. Subaru
debuted its new chassis design, dubbed the Subaru Global Platform, with the release of the
Impreza. Having spent over a billion dollars on research and development the company plans to
extend the architecture to all of its other models, with the exception of the BRZ which is
co-developed with Toyota. Another focus of the new platform is modularity, allowing Subaru to
reduce development costs by streamlining production throughout its network of facilities. The
platform will be able to accommodate a variety of powertrains, including gasoline, hybrid, and
fully electric designs. Subaru claims to have implemented advanced policies which include
recycling, reducing harmful emissions, and educating their employees. Their efforts have
helped them in their environmental initiatives. The Subaru plant in Lafayette, Indiana SIA was
the first auto assembly plant to achieve zero-landfill status; [67] nothing from the manufacturing
process goes into a landfill. The company has developed a recycling plan for the "end-of-life" of
their cars. Most of their modern products use highly recyclable materials throughout the
vehicle, in the engine, transmission, suspension and elsewhere in each vehicle leaving Subaru
with a Subaru has partnered with various manufacturers over time. Below are some of the
models sold in Asia and Europe. In Japan they are in the Kei car class with either front or all
wheel drive and a straight engine. An article posted by Autoblog on April 16, , stated that due to
a corporate investment by Toyota , all Kei cars built by Subaru will be replaced by Daihatsu
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wheel-mounted paddle shifters allow you to take control of the gears when you need greater
precision, like climbing hills or passing vehicles, and then settle back into automatic when you
don't. Subaru suspensions are designed for confident handling, a smooth ride, and dynamic
balance to help handle whatever the road throws at you. Every Subaru vehicle features a
4-wheel fully independent suspension system, helping to smooth out those bumpy back roads
and give taut responsiveness to handling the rigors of the urban jungle. So you'll always feel in
touch with the road while hardly feeling it at all. The smooth responsiveness of the double
wishbone rear suspension helps to tame the harshest of road surfaces. It reacts to bumps
without upsetting the composure of the vehicle and is fine-tuned to maintain sharp control,
letting you take on the challenges of the road with calmness and confidence. When it comes to
handling whatever the road throws at you, every Subaru starts with the smooth ride that 4-wheel
fully independent suspension brings. And when that road tends to be more gravel than
pavement, the Forester, Outback, and Crosstrek offer raised suspensions for added ground
clearance, up to 8. So no matter which trail you choose to travel, you will certainly enjoy a
smoother ride. The backbone of every Subaru model is rooted in a rigid, high-strength unibody.
Beyond providing industry-leading crashworthiness, this structure also provides a uniquely
solid base for the suspension, and helps provide a responsive, quiet, and secure driving
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to change without notice. Actual mileage may vary. Actual mileage will vary. Whatever comes
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Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Technology. The drivetrain in a car is
comprised mostly of the engine and transmission. The rest of it - the parts that take power from
the transmission and send it to the wheels - these are the parts that really define how the car

acts on the road. Different arrangements work for different environments and they all provide
different experiences for the driver. Manufacturers and brand-loyal enthusiasts like to spout
numbers and specs, but what do the different drivetrain arrangements really offer? Front-wheel
drive vehicles are known for being lighter, on average, than either of their counterparts. The
layout of the drivetrain also leaves lots of space under the car where a driveshaft, center
differential, etc. This means that manufacturers can keep the drivetrain in a neat little package
on one end of the car while giving the passengers more legroom and trunk space. Without
going into too much detail, all of the normal drivetrain components are present in a front-wheel
drive car with the only difference being their orientation and location. You will find the engine,
transmission, and differential all connected to a transversely-mounted engine.
Longitudinally-mounted engines sending power to the front wheels do exist, but they are very
uncommon and have a layout similar to all-wheel drive cars anyway, meaning the power usually
goes back to the transmission under the car between the driver and passenger before going to
a differential in the same housing, sending it out to the front wheels. In a car with a
transversely-mounted engine, the cylinders are in line left-to-right rather than front-to-back.
While this arrangement may seem counterintuitive, it actually allows for a lot of important
components to occupy a small area while performing like a much more complex drivetrain most
of the time. A transversely-mounted engine can have the transmission sitting basically next to it
still between the front wheels , sending power down to the front differential and subsequently to
the the axles. The assembly of the transmission, differential, and axles in one housing is called
a transaxle. This kind of setup can be found on rear or mid-engine cars as well, the only
difference being the location on the rear axle. This light and simple arrangement allows
manufacturers to put smaller, more efficient engines under the hood. Front-wheel drive cars are
generally lighter and have the most weight over the front wheels. This provides a good balance
for reliable traction. This also helps with braking. Fuel efficiency is a big selling point for cars
with this type of drivetrain. While superior traction makes them use fuel more effectively
regardless of the engine size, the smaller engines use less gas and the light weight means the
engine has less to lug around. Traction in the rear wheels is significantly better when they are
not putting power to the ground. Lots of lateral stress is put on the vehicle when going around
corners, making the rear wheels fight to keep traction. When the rear wheels do not succeed in
keeping traction, oversteer happens. No drivetrain components that take up lots of space are
under the vehicle, letting the body sit lower and allowing the passengers to have more space.
The handling characteristics are predictable and less aggressive than other drivetrain layouts.
New drivers or cautious drivers benefit from this. With front-wheel drive, the front wheels are
taking on a lot of work. They are responsible for steering, most of the braking, and all of the
power that goes to the ground. This can cause traction problems and understeer. The front
wheels can only tolerate so much horsepower before they are no longer useful for cornering
quickly. While everyone loves a car with some kick, too much power makes the front wheels
lose traction dramatically. This can make a dry, paved road feel like a sheet of ice. Cities and
urban environments are ideal for front-wheel drive. The roads are usually well-maintained and
there are not many open stretches where high-speed driving and cornering could occur.
Commuters and other consistent longer-distance drivers will enjoy the straightforward
maintenance and fuel economy front-wheel drive cars offer. New drivers should start with a
front-wheel drive car. This can let them learn to drive in an easy-to-control car and will not let
them do too much dangerous nonsense like donuts and powerslides. Front-wheel drive cars
have better traction in slippery road conditions compared to rear-wheel drive cars. Anyone
living in an area with light snow or lots of rain will benefit from a front-wheel drive car. Mostly
found in sports and luxury cars nowadays, this arrangement was used in nearly every vehicle
made in the first half of the Twentieth century. The main draw is the intuitive layout and precise
handling characteristics that rear-wheel drive offers. The rear-wheel drive layout is often seen
as the standard layout for a car. The most straightforward drivetrain arrangement, rear-wheel
drive puts the engine at the front of the car and sends it back through the transmission to the
rear differential. The differential then sends power to the rear wheels. On top of the fact that the
flow of power from front to back is visually easy to understand, having one axle handle power
while the other steers makes a lot of sense. The standard layout has the engine
longitudinally-mounted at the front with the transmission sitting under the car between the
driver and passenger. The driveshaft goes through a tunnel built into the body. A handful of
sports cars like the Mercedes SLS AMG have the transmission at the back in the form of a rear
transaxle, but this arrangement is technically complex and only found on high-end sports cars
race cars. Rear-engine rear-wheel drive cars also use a rear transaxle, keeping all of the weight
over the drive wheels for superior traction. Handling is the biggest factor to those who love
rear-wheel drive. The handling characteristics are predictable but very lively. Rear-wheel drive

cars can usually be made to oversteer corners with relative ease. Some view this as a problem,
others enjoy it so much that whole motorsports are built around the principle. Drifting is the
only motorsport where drivers are judged on style over speed. Oversteer is like espresso. Also,
too much will give you a stomach ache and the crash that follows when you overdo it can really
make you reevaluate your priorities. While all-wheel drive works for performance applications
as well, it also promotes understeer more than rear-wheel drive. This is a big problem for
heavier cars who need the sharpest handling possible to move quickly through corners without
tricky maneuvering. Precise handling, as the front wheels are not putting any power to the
ground and losing traction. Less weight in the front combined with no power at the front wheels
means very little chance of understeer. Intuitive layout that makes troubleshooting easier. The
location of a noise or vibration is easy to pinpoint with the whole drivetrain going front-to-back
in a line. Poor traction in slippery conditions due to having very little weight over the drive
wheels. Some drivers put bags of sand over their rear wheels in the winter, reducing gas
mileage to provide better traction. Some people argue that rear-wheel drive is outdated, citing
advancements with all-wheel and front-wheel drive that make them perform similarly. In some
cases, rear-wheel drive cars are made that way to capture nostalgia. This is the case with the
Ford Mustang and the Dodge Challenger. If a rear-wheel drive car has a live axle at the back, i.
Those wanting a sporty feel can achieve that in even a non-sporty vehicle that has rear-wheel
drive. Powering just the rear wheels rather than all of the wheels makes for better fuel economy
than all-wheel drive and allows for better acceleration at speed. All-wheel drive has been
gaining in popularity for the last two decades. Originally, manufacturers thought that all-wheel
drive would mainly draw in those looking to travel off-road. They found instead, that many
people loved the way all-wheel drive cars handled on the pavement and dirt roads at higher
speeds. Rally racing, taking place off-road most of the time, adopted all-wheel drive very
quickly. Because rally racing was founded in order to race cars that normal people could go and
buy off the lot, manufacturers had to make sporty all-wheel drive cars available from the factory
to meet homologation regulations. This means that in order to race a car in rally races, the
manufacturer would have to make a certain number per year for consumers. This really pushed
car manufacturers to start integrating all-wheel drive into their sportier cars. This also meant
that more advanced and lightweight all-wheel drive systems were developed to stay
competitive. Nowadays, all-wheel drive is a standard feature in everything from station wagons
to supercars. Even Ferrari has used all-wheel drive in two recent vehicles. All-Wheel drive is
usually found in vehicles with the engine at the front. With front-engine cars, there are two
common ways that the all-wheel drive works:. The system that distributes power the most
evenly involves sending power through the transmission and into a center differential. This is
similar to a rear-wheel drive layout, only with a driveshaft running from the center differential to
a differential on the front axle. The second type of all-wheel drive layout looks more like that of a
front-wheel drive car. The engine connects to the transmission that is in the same housing as
the front differential and axles. Coming from this assembly is another driveshaft running to a
rear differential. Fuel economy improves with this system, and it weighs less than the
alternative. Traction is greatly improved with power going to all of the wheels. This greatly
improves performance off-road and on rough roads. This also improves acceleration in
performance applications. Easily the most versatile drivetrain arrangement. A big reason
all-wheel drive cars are popular with tuners and weekend warriors is the array of things they can
do on and off-road. Weather is hardly a worry when your car can send power to whatever
wheels have the most traction. Snow and rain are easier to drive in. Better traction in slippery
road conditions can make a driver over-confident in their ability to stop or turn, often resulting
in an accident. More parts mean more things that can go wrong. Worse yet, there is no real
standard all-wheel drive system so the parts are not as swappable as they are with rear-wheel
drive vehicles. Unusual handling characteristics; every manufacturer has their own quirks in
this department. That said, some all-wheel drive systems are ridiculously easy to handle while
others are terrifyingly unpredictable particularly when modified. Anyone living in a very snowy
area should seriously consider owning an all-wheel drive vehicle. Getting stuck in the snow can
be particularly bad in rural areas. Worse fuel economy though. Usually all-wheel drive is overkill
in the city. Smaller all-wheel drive vehicles can be wonderful in snowy cities like Montreal or
Boston though. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
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informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
What Is Front-Wheel Drive? Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or
Failing Driveshaft Common signs include intense car vibrations and abnormal noises, like
clunking, rattling, and scraping, coming from under the vehicle. Read more. A four-wheel drive
vehicle has two or more axles, which provide power to four wheel ends. These vehicles have a
transfer case, which means the front and rear drive shafts will be This can be done in a number
of ways but the end goal is improved traction and performance for the vehicle. While All-Wheel
If the DIC displays this alert, stop your vehicle as soon as possible, turn Car shakes and
shimmies This seems to be a common problem that Jeep has yet to address. Many people have
had this TCM flash that you are talking about. Some vehicles will see an improvement from this
flash and others will not. For the Hello, the difference between four wheel drive, all-wheel drive,
and front wheel drive is the difference in how your vehicle transfers energy to power the
vehicle. Four wheel drive is a vehicle that uses two wheels to propel the vehicle Browse other
content. How can we help? Read FAQ. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the
best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. In the last few years
we have been seeing Subaru's on the trail more often. In stock form, Subaru's are very capable
vehicles for fire roads and inclement weather. However, if you're wanting to equip your Subaru
for adventure and depending on your needs, there are a few important modifications you should
consider. The Subaru Crosstrek, Forester, and Outback already come with impressive ground
clearance but for more serious trail conditions, a lift kit will most likely be necessary.
Unfortunately Subaru's drivetrain layout forces the engine to sit entirely in front of the axles
making for a terrible approach angle. A lift kit will allow the body to sit higher, making for a
better approach, breakover, and departure angles. Another benefit of a lift kit is rocker and
underbody clearance. A two inch lift kit may not seem like a lot, but combined with larger tires,
it can mean all the difference on getting caught up on a rock or gliding over it. Keep in mind that
lifting your Subaru does come at a cost - notably your CV axles. While it isn't a concern, you
should be aware of it. For lift kits, we highly recommend Primitive Racing. Primitive Racing lift
kits come with King Springs from Australia, along with rear sub frame spacers included with 2"
lift kits to keep suspension geometry in spec. We also offer replacement struts and assembly
for an additional charge. Skid Plates are crucial to keeping underbody components safe from
damage. For most Subaru's, there are three types of skid plates available: engine, skid, and rear
differential. The most important in our opinion is the engine skid plate. Subaru oil pans hang
low and are susceptible to damage from rocks and debris. An engine skid plate keeps the oil
pan, and exhaust manifold safe from damage which can quickly not only ruin a trip, but ruin
your motor as well. The second most important skid plate in our opinion is transmission. Since
the transmission is close to the break over point of a car, it can be damaged quite easily. The
third most important skid plate is the rear differential. While these can be damaged from rocks,
you're more likely to damage your lower control arm since they hang much lower. For skid
plates, we highly recommend Primitive Racing. They are lightweight aluminum and are available
in two thicknesses. These skid plates have been proven to withstand rallies. Now, there are
quite a few options on the market for your Subaru. Depending on your need, there are platform
racks which have accessories such as shovel and axe holders, light brackets, tire tie downs and
more. Baskets are much more useful for gear however since they have raise sides and help
keep gear in place. You can have the most sophisticated AWD system in the world, but it won't
do anything unless the tires can find traction. That is why we highly recommend equipping your

Subaru with an all terrain tire. These tires still maintain great road manners, but will
undoubtedly get you further down the trail. Another important aspect is wheels. Depending on
which Subaru model you own and the factory size tires that come equipped, you may be limited
on which tires you can run. Unfortunately, the majority of all-terrains are unavailable in the most
popular car and SUV sizes that come equipped on Subaru vehicles. Fortunately, there are
several wheel manufacturers out there that allow you to drop wheel size down to 15" which
opens up many options for all terrain tires. If you're interested in aftermarket wheels that are
tough and heavy duty, we recommend Method Race Wheels. Event Calendar Blog My Account.
Outfitting your Subaru for Adventure. Home Home Outfitting your Subaru for Adventure.
Increasing Ground Clearance The Subaru Crosstrek, Forester, and Outback already come with
impressive ground clearance but for more serious trail conditions, a lift kit will most likely be
necessary. Increasing Storage Storage is always a concern when adventuring into the
wilderness. The best way to increase storage is a roof rack or basket. More Aggressive Tires
and Wheels You can have the most sophisticated AWD system in the world, but it won't do
anything unless the tires can find traction. Categories: Offroad News. Posted By: James Henry.
Regarding to its AWD systems, nowadays Subaru has lots of different descriptions in its
brochures and advertisements, which really do not tell how the AWD systems are working, but
only make people more confusing. In this AWD system, the center differential is implemented by
a bevel-gear, utilizing a mechanical viscous coupling device acting as limited slip function. The
advantage of this setup is its simplicity, and purely mechanical â€” so theoretically it responses
in real-time. However it also has physical limitations, for example: 1. Among these models,
some of them are also equipped with a rear viscous LSD. This is the most common type of AWD
in the market. In this system, a multi-plate clutch pack acts as power coupling, and is
responsible for transfering power to the front wheels. Strictly speaking, the multi-plate clutch
pack is not a center differential, it just acts like a center differential. However, its advantages are
also evident: compared to the viscous LSD system described above, the time gap between the
moment that wheels start to slip and the completing the torque distribution adjustment will be
smaller for this electronically controlled clutch system. All Subaru models using the 4-speed
automatic transmission, or the latest models which switches to CVT except WRX , are using this
system. For this AWD system, Subaru installs a planetary gear-set as the center differential, and
uses a multi-plate clutch to implement the limit slip functionality. This system is fundamentally
different than the above 2 type. For the VTD system, the power transmitted to front wheels is
passed through the planetary gear-set, not the clutch pack. The multi-plate clutch only acts as
limit-slip protection, and it will not kick in unless wheel slip is happening. More specifically
speaking, the DCCD is still using a planetary gear-set as the center differential, however it has
two multi-plate clutch LSDs for limited-slip functionality , one is electronically an
audi 48
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d the other one is mechanically controlled. English Version French Version. This is the list for
CVT era models:. For a list of front and center differentials equipped on various Subaru models,
please refer to this document. Regardless the type of center differential, various Subaru models
can be optioned with rear LSDs. Generally speaking, rear LSD is typically reserved for higher
trims of each model. Below is a incomplete list for your reference:. Impreza 2. See more info
here:. For the manual transmission, is it possible to flip the front diff upside down and reverse
the rotational direction of the output? Or will the ring gear interfere with the input shaft? In
which models they were installed? Many thanks. Thank you for the info. Sign in. Forgot your
password? Get help. Password recovery. YouWheel â€” Your Car Expert. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Stay
Connected. Contact us: admin YouWheel. All Rights Reserved.

